
CITY AUDITOR'S OFFICE 

TO: Mayor and Council Members 

THRU: Andrea R. Butala, City Auditor ~ 

FROM: Tim DiSano, Assistant City Audito~ j:5I/ 

DATE: June 14, 2018 

SUBJECT: Follow up review-Timekeeping 

The initial Timekeeping Audit was issued on September 16, 2015, and it originated from the City 
Auditor's Office receiving eight hotline calls reporting concerns involving two aspects of 
timekeeping; excessive use of compensatory time and inappropriate manual adjustments made 
to time records. Based on these concerns in 2015, we conducted a special project investigation 
of timekeeping activities. We elevated that work to a performance audit because of the nature of 
the risks that were identified. The initial Timekeeping Audit engagement resulted in 14 audit 
recommendations. 

We conducted a follow up review and this memorandum provides background information and 
current implementation status for the 14 recommendations. 

The procedures in the follow up review involved an update on the status of Management's 
responses to the recommendations, which included interviews with management and staff 
responsible for implementing the recommendations, and limited testing of transactions. 

We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our determination of the 
status of management's response. The status of the 14 Timekeeping recommendations is 
summarized below: 

Recommendation Status Total 
Implemented 13 
Partlv Implemented 1 
Not Implemented 0 
Total 14 

We appreciate the cooperation and assistance provided by management and staff in the 
completion of this follow up review. Should you have questions or need clarification, please do 
not hesitate to call Tim DiSano at (239) 242-3308 or Andrea Butola at (239) 242-3380. 

C: John Szerlag, City Manager 
Rebecca van Deutekom, City Clerk 
Lisa Sonego, Human Resources Director 
Victoria L. Bateman, Financial Services Director 
Michelle Hoffman, ITS Director 
Audit Committee 

PO Box 150027 
8 15 Nicholas Pkwy. 

Cape Coral, FL 33915-0027 
Phone 239-242-3383 Fax 239-242-3384 



Follow up results: 

The Status of the 14 audit recommendations are detailed below: 

Audit Finding 1: Administrative Regulation (AR) #15 "Hours of Work/ Recording of Hours" 
which provides governance and guidance on how to record and track hours 
of work has not been updated since 2006. We found that various 
departments and Timekeepers are utilizing a variety of methods to document 
support for various adjustments. However, in some cases, documentation is 
vague and unclear and in other cases entries are made with no supporting 
documentation at all. 

Recommendation 1: We recommend that Management update AR #15 and clarify those areas 
that are vague and discussed in various sections of this report. We also 
recommend that the AR incorporate a clear definition of what constitutes 
required documentation and approval for time edits / adjustments and how 
that documentation is to be filed and retained. 

Follow up Status 1: The following Administrative Regulations (AR's) address timekeeping AR 
#15 "Hours of work/Recording of Hours", AR #17 "Compensatory Time and 
Seasonal Bank", and AR #58 "Overtime Management". These AR's were 
updated and/or created to address those areas determined to be vague in 
the original audit effective as of January 1, 2017, therefore; we consider this 
recommendation fully implemented. 

Implementation Results 1: 

Revised Estimated 
Completion Date: 

Responsible individual: 

Fully Implemented 

Not Applicable 

Not Aoolicable 
Audit Finding 2: Numerous hotline calls were received reporting abuse of the usage of the 

IVR system. During our transaction testing, we learned that use of the IVR 
system was one of the primary causes for edits. We found limited 
documentation when we looked for documented guidance on how and when 
to use the IVR system. 

When we reviewed those individuals, who do have IVR access we found one 
employee who was exempt and not required to clock in and out. It did not 
appear that the list of employees with access had been reviewed or updated. 
Once an employee is granted access they retain that access indefinitely. 

Recommendation 2: We recommend that staff develop documented policies and procedures to 
control and govern the use of the Interactive Voice Recognition Timekeeping 
System. These should include sufficient internal controls to govern IVR 
usage and to include clear criteria defining what positions/jobs require IVR 
access, and periodically assessing whether access is still necessary. Those 
no longer requiring access should be removed. The listing of employees with 
access should be regularly reviewed and purged. 

Since we have had numerous hotline calls indicating possible abuse of this 
system, we also recommend that controls include a heightened level of 
supervisory review of time worked for IVR users. This review should be 
documented and the documentation retained for review. 

Additionally, we suggest that staff consider modifying the IVR system to limit 
access for an eligible employee to a specific telephone number in the 
intended area of work if possible. For example, park locations may have 
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Follow up Status 2: 

Implementation Results 2: Fully Implemented 

Revised Estimated 
Completion Date: Not Applicable 

Responsible individual: 
Audit Finding 3: 

Not Aoolicable 
During interviews with Timekeepers, we found that the payroll timekeeping 
process was not uniform throughout the City and controls were not 
consistently understood or applied. 

Recommendation 3: We recommend that the timekeeping activities be defined in an internal 
control process designed centrally by the Payroll function in Financial 
Services and that it be mandated to the various department Timekeepers. It 
should clearly articulate that an approver is attesting to the accuracy of 
recorded time and should have supporting documentation available at the 
time of approval for the purpose of reconciling all adjusting edits. 

Follow up Status 3: 

Implementation Results 3: 

Revised Estimated 
Completion Date: 

Responsible individual: 

telephone lines installed that Parks and Recreation employees might use 
when reporting for work at that remote location. 

AR #15 "Hours of work/Recording of Hours" was updated, and effective 
January 1, 2017. Section 2, "Interactive Voice Recording (IVR) Time Clock, 
addresses usage of the IVR System. 

With assistance from the ITS Department, Human Resources receives an 
IVR audit report. This report is a listing of City employees who have approved 
rights to use the IVR System. Departments review the IVR audit report and 
determine whether employee access is still necessary. Those no longer 
requiring access are removed. Human Resources also requires IVR users to 
renew their application annually. 

Modifications to Kronos IVR system were not made due to cost. We consider 
this recommendation fully implemented since the IVR list is reviewed at least 
annually and access is revoked as appropriate. 

AR #15, titled: "Hours of work/Recording of Hours" was updated January 1, 
2017, to address payroll approvers responsibilities, and attestations. 

In order to determine if the revision was sufficient, we selected a sample of 
employee's time cards within the Kronos System and reviewed additional 
supporting documentation, to determine if the adjustment appeared 
reasonable, properly supported, and maintained and proper approval was 
obtained. 

During our review we noted one instance where a timekeeper edited their 
own time, which is in direct violation of AR #15. According to ITS, timekeeper 
rights in Kronos can be adjusted to prevent a timekeeper from modifying their 
own time to enforce compliance with the AR. This is a much stronger control 
to prevent timekeepers from modifying their own time. The control was 
activated June 1, 2018; therefore, we consider this recommendation fully 
implemented. 

Fully Implemented 

Not Applicable 

Not Applicable 
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Audit Finding 4: 

Recommendation 4: 

Follow up Status 4: 

Implementation Results 4: Fully Implemented 

Revised Estimated 
Completion Date: Not Applicable 

Responsible individual: 
Audit Finding 5: 

Not Aoolicable 
AR #15 defines required approvals for various types of adjustments to 
Kronos System entries. We observed noncompliance to these policy 
requirements and inconsistency in approvals obtained and the timing of 
obtaining approvals. 

Recommendation 5: We recommend that the approval processes for edit adjustments be 
reviewed and either the policy be revised or staff actions be made compliant 
to the policy. We do recommend that Timekeepers not be asked to make 
judgment calls regarding the appropriateness of edit adjustments. These 
adjustments should not be entered without the documented approval of a 
supervisor. 

Follow up Status 5: 

Implementation Results 5: 

Revised Estimated 
Completion Date: 

Responsible individual: 
Audit Finding 6: 

During our transaction testing in Public Works, Utilities and Parks and 
Recreation we found that tests of 78 transaction edits showed that 22 did not 
have adequate supporting documentation. We observed examples where the 
supporting documentation for an edit was vague and it was difficult to tell 
what the appropriate edit should have been. We also found edits that were 
not supported with back up documentation at all and four where we were 
unable to ascertain a reason for the edit. 

We recommend that internal control processes governing timekeeping be 
strengthened by clearly defining in centralized written policies and 
procedures what documentation must be provided and retained to clearly 
support every edit adjustment type made by timekeepers. We also 
recommend that this documentation be retained in a systematic and uniform 
filing method such that retrieval may be accomplished by any trained 
Timekeeper within the City. 

AR #15, "Hours of work/Recording of Hours" was updated January 1, 2017, 
and states within section 7, "Record Keeping" details for maintenance of 
documents relating to employee's time. Since the updates were made to the 
AR to address these requirements, we consider this recommendation to be 
fully implemented. 

AR #15 "Hours of work/Recording of Hours" was updated January 1, 2017, 
to clearly indicate timekeepers can change punches only in accordance with 
section 3, "Timekeeping Adjustments for Current Pay Period". 

During our review we noted one instance where a timekeeper edited their 
own time in direct violation of AR #15. According to ITS, timekeeper rights in 
Kronos can be adjusted to prevent a timekeeper from modifying their own 
time in accordance with the AR. This is a much stronger control to prevent 
timekeepers from modifying their own time. The control was activated June 
1, 2018; therefore, we consider this recommendation fully implemented. 

Fully Implemented 

Not Applicable 

Not Applicable 
The current practice for approving planned or scheduled overtime is not in 
compliance with AR #58. 
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Recommendation 6: 

Follow up Status 6: 

Implementation Results 6: Fully Implemented 

Revised Estimated 
Completion Date: Not Applicable 

Responsible individual: 
Audit Finding 7: 

Not Annlicable 
A "backup Timekeeper" had 1190 manual edits made to timekeeping during 
a 6-month period. When interviewed, she was vague with her responses and 
did not appear to be knowledgeable on the role of timekeeper. 

Recommendation 7: We recommend that the Payroll function in Financial Services provide 
training to all Timekeepers and their backups. This training should be 
updated and repeated annually in order to reinforce mandated policies and 
controls. 

Follow up Status 7: 

We recommend that AR #58 addressing the approval of overtime be revised 
to reflect Management's intentions and that the resulting policy be enforced. 
We further recommend that more emphasis be placed on departments 
establishing written programs for management and monitoring of overtime 
and that these programs include the management and monitoring of 
Compensatory time granted in lieu of overtime pay as well. 

AR #15 "Hours of work/Recording of Hours", AR #17 "Compensatory Time 
and Seasonal Bank", and AR #58 "Overtime Management" were updated 
effective as of January 1, 2017. These three AR's are related and need to be 
used in combination with each other for issuing and managing overtime of 
City employees. We consider this recommendation fully implanted. 

The City held timekeeper training in February 2016, which focused on 
timekeepers' responsibilities in Kronos, such as time card corrections, 
changing overtime to compensatory time earned, adding pay codes, inserting 
or deleting a punch, teacher City split pay, removing an automatic lunch 
deduction, entering no pay hours for salary employees, approving timecards 
and running reports. 

However, for fiscal year 2017, the City did not hold similar training. They held 
a training in January 2017, to review the new or revised AR's #15, 17 and 58. 
The training was not mandatory. 

The training held for timekeepers relating to the AR's did not include the 
necessary technical detail covering specific scenarios such as processing, 
reviewing, approving adjustments, and the required supporting 
documentation for adjustments. In the future, training should be offered as 
mandatory to timekeepers, and any individuals with time approval authority. 

The training should consist of two parts. 
• One part regarding the AR's can be incorporated into SABA, and 

must be mandatory for all timekeepers, and those with timekeeping 
approval such as Directors. This training should include a test that 
must be scored at 100% to pass. 

• Live training for specific situations as noted above should also be 
held in several sessions (similar to CAB training) to allow participants 
to review detailed scenarios. Training should include the following 

o Details on processing adjustments 
o Appropriate supporting documentation 
o Applicable reports for timekeepers to utilize 
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When scheduling training, consideration must be given to the requirements 
of AR #15, which states: 

The Finance Department will at a minimum conduct 
semi-annual timekeeper training session to review 
policies and procedures relating to recording of hours 
worked. 

Since the training is not adequate and no sessions were held in 2017, we 
consider this recommendation partially implemented. Management intends 
to utilize SABA for the training, and hold in person sessions in compliance 
with the AR. Once the training is held we will consider this recommendation 
fully implemented. 

Implementation Results 7: Partially Implemented 

Revised Estimated 
Completion Date: September 30, 2018 

Responsible individual: Laura Tanner Finance Senior Accountimi Manaaer 
Audit Finding 8: There were no restrictions to prohibit a Timekeeper from editing and 

adjusting their own time entries. 

Recommendation 8: We recommend that no one have the ability to post time edit adjustments to 
their own time. In cases where this simply cannot be avoided (very small 
departments where there are no other staff members available to perform 
this function) then we recommend that documentation to support every edit 
adjustment is reviewed and verified during the payroll approval process by 
the designated approver. This review and verification should be documented 
and the documentation retained. 

Follow up Status 8: AR #15, titled: "Hours of work/Recording of Hours", was updated effective 
January 1, 2017, and updated in Section 3-F to address edits of hours of 
work, and recording hours. "In no case shall a timekeeper enter or modify 
his/her own time or the time of an immediate family member in the hours 
worked recording system. The supervisor, back-up timekeeper or, if 
necessary payroll unit may enter". 

In addition, updates to Section 6-A Approving Time, clarified responsibilities, 
and the attestation that approvers make when approving payroll. 

We reviewed selected employee's time cards within the Kronos System, and 
reviewed additional supporting documentation, such as time adjustment 
form, overtime form, leave slip, or other forms of supporting documentation 
to determine if the adjustment appeared reasonable, properly supported, and 
maintained and proper approval was obtained. 

During our review we noted one instance where a timekeeper edited their 
own time in direct violation of AR #15. According to ITS, timekeeper rights in 
Kronos can be adjusted to prevent a timekeeper from modifying their own 
time in accordance with the AR. This is a much stronger control to prevent 
timekeepers from modifying their own time. The control was activated June 
1, 2018; therefore, we consider this recommendation fully implemented. 

Implementation Results 8: 

Revised Estimated 
Completion Date: 

Resoonsible individual: 

Fully Implemented 

Not Applicable 

Not Applicable 
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Audit Finding 9: Timekeeping responsibilities were assigned to Timekeepers such that some 
Timekeepers were challenged in their ability to accurately perform this job 
function. 

Recommendation 9: We recommend that the number of employees assigned to each Timekeeper 
be re-evaluated and balanced with other assigned job responsibilities. 

We also recommend that timekeeping responsibilities be clearly stated in job 
descriptions. 

Follow up Status 9: AR #15, titled: "Hours of work/Recording of Hours" was updated effective 
January 1, 2017, and clarifies requirements for timekeepers, and back up 
timekeepers. 

Finance indicated no review of timekeeper responsibilities was completed in 
2017 or 2018. Audit agrees with Finance's assertion that it is the 
responsibility of the individual department managers, and not the 
responsibility of Finance, to determine if a particular timekeeper's duties need 
to be re-evaluated, and balanced in accordance with other assigned job 
duties. Individual timekeeper concerns about workload, and timekeeping 
responsibilities must be addressed with their Department Manager. 

Since the timekeeper's duties are assigned by each department/ division, 
City Management indicated that not all City job descriptions specifically 
indicate that a City employee's duties directly include being a timekeeper. 
City job descriptions state "The intent of this job description is to provide a 
representative summary of the major duties and responsibilities performed 
by incumbents of this job. Incumbents may be requested to perform job
related tasks other than those specifically presented in the description. The 
City does include within the Administrative Specialist description the following 
language under specific duties and responsibilities "Oversee the 
maintenance of budget and personnel records for department or council 
appointed official's, i.e. , expenditures, inventory, and timekeeping. Updating 
all job descriptions is not feasible. 

We consider this recommendation fully implemented because updates to all 
job descriptions is not feasible, the AR was updated to clarify timekeeper 
responsibilities, and the responsibility of reviewing timekeeper work load 
resides with the individual Department ManaQer. 

Implementation Results 9: 

Revised Estimated 
Completion Date: 

Responsible individual: 

Fully Implemented 

Not Applicable 

Not Aoolicable 
Audit Finding 10: A Timekeeper was directed to enter scheduled leave if/when an employee's 

reported time was less than 80 hours per pay period even though the 
employee had not provided explanation or documentation to support a leave 
bank deduction. This procedure resulted in a deduction to the employee's 
leave bank hours without the employee's knowledge or approval. 

Recommendation 10: We recommend that a policy be defined to state that it is each employee's 
responsibility to provide, in a timely manner and in advance of the payroll end 
date, a documented leave request for any short hours or hours not recorded 
as worked. Employees should be advised that if this documentation is not 
received in a timely manner then they will only be compensated for the hours 
that are recorded. 
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It should not be up to the Timekeeper to arbitrarily create an adjustment to 
deduct leave without adequate documentation. It should also not be the 
Timekeeper's responsibility to chase employees for documentation. 

Follow up Status 10: 

Implementation Results 10: 

Revised Estimated 
Completion Date: 

Resoonsible individual: 
Audit Finding 11: 

Recommendation 11: 

Follow up Status 11: 

AR #15, "Hours of work/Recording of Hours" was updated, effective January 
1, 2017, and clarifies responsibilities within the policy in Section 3-E, 
"Timekeeping Adjustments for Current Pay Period". 

We consider this recommendation fully implemented because the updates to 
the AR adequately address vague areas that existed in the policy. 

Fully Implemented 

Not Applicable 

Not Aoolicable 
AR #15 governing the use of compensatory time was vague and therefore 
was being administered inconsistently. 

Management review compensatory time policies to ensure that they comply 
with current law. 

The compensatory time policy be revised to ensure that any compensatory 
time granted in lieu of overtime be requested or acknowledged by the 
employee, preferably in a written document that is signed by the employee. 
Compensatory time cannot be unilaterally imposed. 

The compensatory time policy, clearly state what the "workweek" is and when 
an employee's work time is eligible to be defined as overtime. It may matter 
for employees who are light on hours during the week but work on the 
weekend. 

The compensatory time policy clearly state management's intentions 
regarding the use of compensatory time. Is it to be taken no later than the 
last day of the second bi-weekly payroll period after the bi-weekly payroll 
period in which such "compensatory" time was earned? Or is it 
management's intention that employee's earning compensatory time may 
bank that time and use it at their discretion? 

If it is Management's intention to allow employees to bank compensatory 
hours and carry them from period to period and from year to year, then we 
also recommend that a mechanism be put in place to enforce the policy that 
compensatory time be paid out prior to the effective date of any change in 
status that would vary the employee's regular hourly rate from what it was 
when such "compensatory" time was earned. 

The following Administrative Regulations (AR's) address timekeeping, AR 
#15 "Hours of work/Recording of Hours", AR #17 "Compensatory Time and 
Seasonal Bank", and AR #58 "Overtime Management". 

In order to verify timekeeper compliance with the updated AR's, we sampled 
a selection of employees using the Kronos Employee Transaction and Totals 
Report. We agreed the transactions per the report to the employee's time 
card, an approved request for overtime/ compensatory time form, and 
additional supporting documentation. We noted no exceptions to the testing 
for compensatory time. Based on our review the departments are properly 
documenting and approving employees compensatory time. 
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We consider this recommendation fully implemented because of the updates 
to the AR's, and the results of the testing completed. 

Implementation Results 11: Fully Implemented 

Revised Estimated 
Completion Date: Not Applicable 

Responsible individual: Not Aoolicable 
Audit Finding 12: Overtime worked and reported as compensatory time was not subject to an 

approval process in the same manner as overtime worked and paid. 

Recommendation 12: We recommend that the City include all overtime worked in its overtime 
management practices and not distinguish between that overtime paid out in 
dollars and that overtime compensated with compensatory time. This would 
include all required approvals for the use of overtime. Management approval 
must be required when using compensatory time in lieu of overtime. 

The following Administrative Regulations (AR's) address timekeeping, AR 
#15 "Hours of work/Recording of Hours", AR #17 "Compensatory Time and 
Seasonal Bank", and AR #58 "Overtime Management". These AR's were 
updated and/or created to address, and clarify those areas determined to be 
unclear in the original audit effective as of January 1, 2017, therefore; we 
consider this recommendation fully implemented. 

Follow up Status 12: 

Fully Implemented Implementation Results 12: 

Revised Estimated 
Completion Date: Not Applicable 

Responsible individual: Not Anolicable 
Audit Finding 13: Overtime worked and reported as compensatory time was not included on 

overtime reports used by the Utilities Department to manage overtime. 

Recommendation 13: We recommend that the City include all overtime worked in its overtime 
management practices and not distinguish between that overtime paid out in 
dollars and that overtime compensated with compensatory time. The Police 
Department currently does this and has a reporting mechanism that includes 
all overtime worked whether paid by dollars or time. There format could be 
used as a model. 

The following Administrative Regulations (AR's) address timekeeping, AR 
#15 "Hours of work/Recording of Hours", AR #17 "Compensatory Time and 
Seasonal Bank" and AR #58 "Overtime Management''. These AR's were 
updated or created to address and clarify those areas determined to be 
unclear in the original audit. We consider this recommendation fully 
implemented. 

Follow up Status 13: 

Fully Implemented Implementation Results 13: 

Revised Estimated 
Completion Date: Not Applicable 

Not Aoplicable Resoonsible individual: 
The reported compensatory time banked hours as of February 2014 showed 
that eight individuals had negative banked hours. One individual had a 
negative six hours banked and the remaining seven had very minor balances 
totaling less than 1.4 hours for them all. We also found that there were no 

Audit Finding 14: 
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Recommendation 14: 

standard reports available to departments to show the balance on hand in 
banked compensatory time. 

We recommend that a control activity be designed and implemented to allow 
managers and supervisors the ability to review and monitor transactions 
posted to and balances on hand related to Compensatory Time. The 
recommended objective for this control activity would be to ensure 
management that Compensatory Time (like overtime) is being used 
effectively, efficiently and with the knowledge of Managers and Supervisors. 
Also, this use is approved and in the best interest of City business purposes. 
The control activity should be preventive (at the timE? that transactions are 
being posted) and/or detective in nature (monitoring transactions and 
balances on hand after posting). 

Follow up Status 14: We reviewed selected employee's time cards within the Kronos System and 
if necessary additional supporting documentation. We noted no exceptions 
to the testing for compensatory time. Based on our review the departments 
are properly documenting, and approving employees compensatory time. 

We consider this recommendation fully implemented because of the updates 
to AR's, which clarified responsibilities. In addition, during testing we noted 
no exceptions regarding compensatory time. 

Implementation Results 14: 

Revised Estimated 
Completion Date: 

Responsible individual: 

Fully Implemented 

Not Applicable 

Not Applicable 
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